
2019 COONAWARRA CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Heirloom Vineyards was conceived in vintage 2000, when a young winemaking 
student caught the eye of a silly old wine judge. A love story ensued inspired 
by two vows: To preserve the best of tradition, the old world of wine and our 
unique old vineyards and to champion the best clones of each variety planted 
in the most appropriate sites embracing the principals of organic farming. 
Seven long vintages of trial and error passed before Heirloom Vineyards could 
make a wine that was fine enough to pass on to future generations. That is 
this wine.
This Heirloom Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon was produced from our best 
Coonawarra Vineyard whose clones and viticulture embody the very best in 
cutting edge but old school viticulture and winemaking. Hand tended vines, 
sorted bunch by bunch, naturally open fermented, basket-pressed and stored 
in 30% new American oak barriques from bespoke coopers.

OUR WINE NOTES 
Cabernet Sauvignon can be a simple sip or a symphony of the senses, a 
moment of pleasure or an eternity of contemplation. Only the poet can know, 
so stop thinking and surrender.

COLOUR
Black-purple, alive and glistening.

AROMA
Spice and the faintest aftershave pour homme mingles with dark quiet black 
fruits and berries. Green peppercorns, laurel, eucalypt. Awake and awoken, 
no longer brooding.

PALATE
Dry. Cool, dark fruit and berry flavours translate to the palate, where a core of 
the ‘deep delvéd earth’ resides. Abundant yet shadowy, powdery tannins are 
mouth-coating; the in-built acidity stretches the wine, making for a nuance 
and tension. This red wine wants to satisfy in a most restrained manner. In its 
end is its beginning: dry. Cabernet excelsis.

OVERALL 
A red wine fruit-rich enough to to deal with tonight’s Spicy Bratwurst; or, with 
an underlying structure and fruit depth to happily cellar for ten years, it will 
then be a matured wine to accompany your best Steak & Kidney Pudding. 
Drink one tonight and one in ten years; what a way to bookend a decade.

Alcohol 14.5% (8.6 Standard Drinks) 

WINEMAKERS Elena Brooks & Rosie Signer

heirloomvineyards.com.au
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